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- Churchill Says Offer Proves Mutual Aims
- American Interest in Those

Common Citizenship - Of People Is Seen By Horace Bellah

British interest in those

A recent survey of British

interest in the United States

has been conducted by the

British Cultural Information

Service. The survey

indicates that there is a

growing interest among

British people in

American culture and

values. The survey

found that 70% of

British respondents

agreed that American

values are

important for

international relations.

Exposition Will Open Tomorrow

The Long Island Exposition, which it is hoped will attract

a large number of visitors, will open tomorrow morning.

The exposition is sponsored by the Young Men's Christian

Association and the American Red Cross. It is

expected to last for three days and is expected to draw

a large number of visitors.

Tennessee WPA Worker Admits Part In Murder He Helped Bury

A Tennessee WPA worker has been arrested and charged

with the murder of a woman. The worker, who was working

on a WPA project, is said to have

confessed to the crime.
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British Admit Coast Shelled By Nazi "Big Bertha" In France

London - British military circles

confirmed today that at least

60 ships were sunk in the

storm last night.

South Fulton School To Start Sept. 9

H. W. Harvey, superintendent

of the South Fulton School

District, announced today that

the schools will open for

business on September 9.

The elementary school will

be ready for classes and

the high school will be ready

for students.

Women Killed, Children She Tried To Save Unhurt

Glasgow, Ky. - Mrs. Avery C.

Brown, who was

killed by a

exploding bomb, her

children were

unharmed.

When she stepped away from

the kitchen, the bomb

exploded, but the children

were unhurt.
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Editorial

CENSUS OF ALIENS

Beginning on August 27 and continuing for a period of four months, the Federal Government is going to do a job that is vitally needed and one which will be easier if our nation happens to become involved in war. The Government is going to make a full and complete census of all aliens in the United States and with this information at its finger tips federal authorities should be able to combat any activities in this country. In other words, all available data is going to be gathered before there is any guessing, need for it, and while the information can be secured easily.

By aliens, it should be understood is meant those citizens of foreign countries who have never naturalized papers in this country. These latter people are not classed as aliens. According to all the democracy information, the last census of aliens in this nation shows about six million such people. Best guesses now are that they have produced this number about to four million.

Work of registering these aliens is to be done by the postoffice department. Veteran postal employees in all postoffices are to be instructed in the job and given the necessary forms, and the Federal Bureau of Investigation is now making postal employees in the necessary work of taking finger prints. Full information is to be secured, and all information is to be held in strict confidence. While the marketing of the questionnaires are fully determined, it is known that they will include the full name, all aliases, all information about criminal records, if any, age, occupation, national origin, length of residence in this country, how and where they remain here, affiliation with various organizations and a wealth of other information.

It is said that this law is creating little interest among those who are affected. Federal officials point out the fact that in the nations from which these own women came such registration is more common, and they feel it to be the natural thing to do. Many more in the government have been expressed by those who have said that the law does not apply, and these people are accustomed to prying on the part of the Government, and are not in the habit of giving utter foreign to past experiences.

No identification card will be given the alien to carry around with him, as is the case in European nations. The card, with all other information, will be mailed into Washington and kept there. A receipt will be given the aliens when his card is secured with this information on hand, the F.B.I men will not molest the alien unless circumstances demand it.

Both procedure is a bit strange in this country, for here we have known personal freedom of the people, and other nations ever dreamed of. However, with many nations having fallen under the evil work of Fifth Columns, it is well that this country take steps to properly know our guests. Many of them are all right, of course, and no danger is to be anticipated from them. But a few hundred men, in the pay of foreign nations, could do terrible damage here in a short time. With a full list of these possible inside enemies it will be possible to stop some of these things before they get started.

---

WANT ADS

DEFENSE OF DEMOCRACY AND EDUCATION

Highly rated in the field of education is the Educators Policies Commission created by the National Education Association to chart national policy. It has been found that when this commission speaks it usually has something to say. With the approach of another school year, it has spoken again, this time a booklet entitled "Education and the Defense of Democracy." What the commission says is interesting. Here are some excerpts:

The American people must not repeat the mistake of the European democracies. Without becoming victims of hysteria, they should absolutely refuse to renew pleading illusions and should present a real and lasting to prepare for the worst, to gird themselves to face the darkest period of their history... In this world a people must be strong or perish." The commission addressed these thoughts to the school people because it believes that education has its place in the present form for the defense of American democracy. The main job of the schools is to mobilize for moral defense, the commission believes. With this point, it says: "The American people have taken their blessings for granted, and lack a clear perception of what is at stake. Education can help to clarify the nature and importance of individual rights and opportunity for all, and develop in all citizens deep and abiding loyalties to the central government of the nation." Since education is concerned primarily with citizens, the commission gave thought to the position of youth in our land and its future.

Some people may ask if the government is overlooking the fact that in the nations from which these alien immigrants come, alienism is utterly foreign to past experiences. Alien when his card is received, and F.B.I men will not molest the alien ever dreamed of. However, with many nations having fallen under the evil work of Fifth Columns, it is well that this country take steps to properly know our guests. Many of them are all right, of course, and no danger is to be anticipated from them. But a few hundred men, in the pay of foreign nations, could do terrible damage here in a short time. With a full list of these possible inside enemies it will be possible to stop some of these things before they get started.

---

EDWARDS FOOD STORE
Home of Quality Foods
-Free Delivery-
417 Main - Tel. 319

Dine in COMFORT

When you use our delivery service you will receive a special service for party dinners and banquets.

LOWE'S CAFE

401 State St.

Buck's Liquor Store
622 Lake Street

We're a Complete Line of Beer
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TOMMY BUNCO and entertained in the home of WITH MRS. MORRIS hostess to the Tuesday Bunt° Club present, including eleven club score, was given a towel as prize.1 Miss Bessie Lee Armbruster, Mrs. high and received a lace scarf while Mrs. Joe Maxwell, with low in Hardy Apartments, Second FROM LEXINGTON RETURN TODAY ed to return to her home on Union City highway today from Lexing-ton where she has been State Legis- tative Representative of the Ladies' Auxiliary to the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen. This was a road Trainmen and its Auxiliary. nor Ruth Jones cut consolation. ducah on business. 
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Miss Mary (hinter White, who

Luncheon was served in the club ,Ann, left' laSt night for New Orleans Miss Mary (hinter White, who

Miss Bonnie Middletern of...

STORE YOUR COAL NOW Hot weather is here—you don't need fires—but now is the best time to store coal for next winter, it's more convenient and you may save money by it. We also offer complete Plumbing Service.

P. T. JONES & SON Telephone 702 — Coal and Plumbing

COLLISION INSURANCE

You are a good driver, no doubt, but the hazards of the road today are such that good drivers should have adequate insurance to guard against accidents. For a single second's inattention one may ruin an entire year's earnings. It is essential that any property owners have insurance to guard against possible losses. If you have insurance, I am sure you are glad to have it. Our rates are low and your policy will give you peace of mind.

Fulton Building & Loan Association

Atkins Insurance Agency

TELEPHONE 26 - COTTON, KY.

COACHEE 5 - FLORNIDA

TELEPHONE 702 — COTTON, KY.

COACH 5 - FLORNIDA

TELEPHONE 702 — COTTON, KY.
**Tigers And Generals Break Even In Double-Header In Jackson**

The local Tigers and Jackson Generals divided the spoils of war last night in Jackson, the Generals taking the first game 4 to 2 behind the fine hit pitching of Ellis Kinder and the Tigers winning the second game 5 to 4. The Generals scored three runs in the first inning and following with a home run by Jack Griffith, Jones, ss., and watching the first game under the live hit pitching of Ellis Kinder, Fulton held the lie. The Tigers did not score until the fifth inning and while the Tigers, and the latter a triple. Start Early In Second

The Tigers opened up on Kinder easily in the seventh inning after getting the runs in the first inning and following with a fourth run in the second. Kinder in striking out his fourth straight strikeout. Over Jackson kept his innings scoreless by devoting a double play in the last inning. Kinder out of 3

**YEASTY RESULTS**

**Tigers**

1. Griffith, 2b.  4 0 2 1 2  
2. Merkel, sh.  3 1 2 0 1  
3. Anckrom, 3b.  3 1 2 0 1  
4. Polch, cf.  3 0 0 0 0  
5. Williams, rf.  3 0 0 0 0  
6. Stark, c.  2 1 2 0 1  
7. Gaiser, rf.  3 0 0 0 0  
8. Peterson, f.  3 0 0 0 0  
9. Males, lb.  2 1 2 0 1  

**Generals**

1. Jesh, lb.  3 0 0 0 0  
2. Williams.  3 0 0 0 0  
3. Peterson, rf.  2 1 2 0 1  
4. Jones, sh.  2 1 2 0 1  
5. Mullen, sh.  2 1 2 0 1  
6. Stark, c.  2 1 2 0 1  
7. Gaiser, rf.  3 0 0 0 0  
8. Peterson, f.  3 0 0 0 0  
9. Males, lb.  2 1 2 0 1  

**STANDINGS**
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**FOX SCORE -FIRST GAME**

FULTON 000 000 110-2

Jackson 110 000 0-3

**BOX SCORE -SECOND GAME**

FULTON 53 2 11

Jackson 2 0 0 0 0 0

**ROAD AND STAGE NIGHT**

By tomorrow night the Fulton Tigers will be minus two of their favorite pitchers. Dave Read and Lloyd Yeager, both leaving in the morning to return to their duties as mathematics teachers. They will leave for Danville, Ky. where he is a mathematics teacher in a high school there.

**PAUSE THAT REFRESHES**

Ice-cool Coca-Cola is a quality drink—the familiar drink that represents four generations of experience in refreshing millions. It's clean, tasting, and brings a delightful aftertaste of real refreshment.

**FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY**

**STANDINGS**
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*FULLY FITTED FRIGIDAIRE* REFRIGERATOR - ELECTRIC RANGES

Come in and see these brand new, beautiful Fridaigares! They give you clean, cool, thrifty cooking and absolute food protection even in hottest weather. Both are fully-fitted for greatest convenience and prices are the lowest in history!